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Recent research has considered asynmetric infonnation in financial
markets as a possible explanation for how these markets may interact adversely
with real economic variables.

This paper derives equilibrium financial

contracts in a model with potential adverse selection problems.

The results

show that if agents are allowed sufficient flexibility in structuring their
financial transactions an efficient outcome is still attainable.

In addition,

certain patterns in financial structure emerge, as some types of arrangements
are ruled out in equilibrium.

Equilibrium contracts can be expressed in tenus

of debt and equity, with different types of agents generally issuing different
types of liabilities.

Simple full-information

models of credit

how firms decide on the structure

of their

markets have little

financial

liabilities,

to say about
nor can they

accmmt for a numberof phenomenathat have been observed or alleged such as
bank panics and credit

rationing.

Recent research in this

focused on markets with various kinds of private
strand of this

literature

area has therefore

information problems.

(e.g. Myers and Majluf (1984), Greenwald, Stiglitz,

and Weiss (1984» has considered the financial

structure

question and found an

unambiguous"pecking order" biased against equity finance.
focused on the welfare implications
theme being the potential

One

of imperfect credit

for seriously

deficient

Another has

markets, with a common

or unstable outcomes (e.g.

Mankiw(1986), Diamondand Dybvig (1983».
This paper presents

a model of a simple financial

information that comes to strikingly

different

that when agents are allowed sufficient
financial

transactions

the universal

not only is an efficient

some choose equity over debt.
conclusions are sensitive
transactions.

It demonstrates

in structuring

outcome attainable,

their
but also

Somefirms choose debt over equity,

The results

suggest that the earlier

to assumptions that arbitrarily

restrict

market
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In the paper, the nature of the private
leads to a variety
the equilibrium.
particular

conclusions.

flexibility

pecking order disappears.

market with asymmetric

of financial

information possessed by agents

arrangements ("contracts")

that can support

A broad range of these are shownto be equivalent to

combinations of debt and equity.

generally necessary (and sufficient)
although the types of contracts
precise nature of the private

More than one type of contract

to achieve an efficient

is

allocation,

that emerge in equilibrium depend on the

information.

Debt arises

in this model with ex

ante private

information because it pennits a pattern of profit

that distinguishes

between informed and uninformed investors,

provides incentives

for truthful

revelation

beforehand.

distributions

and thereby

This is in contrast

to the models of Diamond(1984) and Gale and Hellwig (1985) in which debt is
shownto be optimal with ex post private
One unusual feature

of the model is that agents mayhave private

information both about the riskiness
investment opportunities.
debt and equity;
need arise

This turns out to be behind the apPearance of both

differ

it

is shownthat only one or the other

only in risk or in return.

case, the "financial

structure"

example, the precise

linear

by its

and the expected return of their

in subsequent sections

if projects

information.

of an individual

In the more general

investment project--for

combination of debt and equity financing obtained

"owners"--is not unique, but neither

is it completely indetenninate as

in the symmetric information case (e.g. Modigliani and Miller (1958), Merton
(1977)).

A pattern

emerges in which project

in the type of financing they obtain,
(pri vately known)characteristics
risk-high

return projects

the overall

relationship

owners have limited flexibility

and that range depends on the particular

of the projects.

Roughly speaking, high

get financed with a greater proportion of debt, but
between capital

structure

and project

is ambiguous. For example, equity financing is not
Greenwald, Stiglitz,

and Weiss (1983)) necessarily
is,

characteristics

(as suggested by
a bad signal about the

expected return on the project;

even if it

this

in itself

does prevent it

from being a viable alternative

to debt, because it mayalso be a good signal

about riskiness.
The emphasis of the paper is positive
derive equilibrium financial
consequences of contracts

arrangements.

rather

than normative, that is,

The point is not to assess the

that take a particular

form, nor is it to derive

to

optimal contracts--although
certain

optimality

the equilibrium concept employed in the paper has

properties

(e.g.

Pareto optimality).

to answer is simply "Whatkinds of financial
observe?"

similar
if it

seeks

arrangements would we eXPeCtto

The main body of the paper describes a simple and primitive

environment with risk-neutral
arbitrary

The question it

structure.

agents in which financial

(1986):

an allocation

is in the core of the economyand satisfies

certain

is an equilibrium
incentive

constraints.

After describing
interpretation

the general features

of the results

of the equilibrium I give an

that invokes debt and equity as arrangements

that support the equilibrium.

Section II looks at some SPecial cases in which

only one or the other type of contract
Section III

can have an

The notion of equilibrium employedin the paper is

to that of Boydand Prescott

compatibility

contracts

is required to support the equilibrium.

extends the model (in a slightly

risk-aversion.

The final

simplified version)

to allow for

section provides a summaryand discussion of the

results.

I. The Model
A. Assumptions and Notation
The setup is as follows:
number of risk-neutral

At time 0 a large

agents come into existence

quanti ty of a homogeneousnon-storable
possesses knowledge (potential
Projects

vary in terms of their

There are two types of projects
and three possible project
(low).

Each agent's

(Le.

cOlmtably infinite)

in possession of an equal

investment good.

Each agent also

"ownership") of an investment project.
probability
(or agents),

distributions

across outcomes.

denoted r (risky)

and s (safe),

outcomes, indexed by h (high), m (medium),and 1

type is private

information, but project

outcomes are

proportion of type i in population (i=r.s; a +a =1)
per capita endowment of investment good (O

<

r

s

e

<

1)

(j=h.m,l; Yh > Ym > Y1)
probability that a type i project yields output Yj
average investment by type i outsiders in type k projects

project output

average investment by type i owners in their projects

payoff to type i project owner given outcome j, per unit of
his investment zi
payoff to outsiders (regardless of type) in a type i project
with outcome j, per unit of investment
! p ..v . + ! ! x.~ .d_j (i,t=r,s,b), the utility of a
tj lJ tJ
k j t~KJ-k
type i agent who claims to be type t under a particular

Z

allocation rule.

We will just use ui if t=i.

The term "allocation" refers to the set {z,x,v,d} == {zi' xik' vij' t\j
(i,k=r,s, j=h,m,l)}.

u

i

will denote a representative type i agent's utility

from such an allocation, whereas u

i

will do the same for some alternative

For simplicity I will assume that Yl =
of one unit per project.

o.

There is a maximum investment

The payoff given to any agent must be non-negative

For example, the distributions to outsiders {d ..} are not allowed to depend on
lJ
the recipient's type.

This is not essential, but it greatly simplifies the

>

(D!)

Prh

(D2)

yr > ys
a

r

<

Psh

Prt

>

Pst

e.

will be invested up to capacity.

The project payoffs Yi should therefore be

interpreted as net of the fixed cost for a unit investment, the gross payoff
being y.+~.
1

The fixed cost is just one way to get both types of projects to

ai/ai of those seeking membership who claim type i. Hence in deciding whether
to be truthful or not, an agent will consider not only the allocation rule,

The population distributions ai' probability distributions Pij' and the
per capita endowment e are the social planner's data.

-i _

Let y

= ~ Pi .y., the
j

J J

expected payoff on a project of type i. An equilibrium is a set of
non-negative numbers {z,x,T,d}

= {zi' xik' vij' ~j

(i,k=r,s; j=h,m,l)} that

satisfies the following conditions:

:I xik ~ e
k

aizi + ~ ~~i
k

~ ai

(i=r,s)

~ ~ {aiziTij + ~ ~~idij

(capacity constraints)

- Yj[aizi + ~ ~~i]}

~ 0

Individual

Rationality

(IR)

-i

ui ~ ey -(l-e)~

,.

,.

,.

There should exist no (a .a ) with a +a =1. and some
r

s

r

(Cl)

F. IR, IC hold within the coalition.

(C2)

If a.

1

>

s

O. then ui ~ ui for i=r,s,

wi th at least one of the two inequalities strict.
(C3)

If ui
(t)

>

u.1

,.

ai ~ ai • or
,.

(it)

. then either

ai

<

,.

,.

,.

,.

ai and (ai/ai)ui + [l-(ai/ai)]ui

>

uik • k#i.

that does better on its own while still satisfying the other requirements of
equilibrium.

Conditions Cl and C2 are standard and self-explanatory.

the extra incentive-compatibility

0

is

requirement for coalitions described above.

namely that a coalition cannot arbitrarily specify the composition of its

types.

The assumption is that there is no problem so long as any tyPe made

better off in a coalition has a representation at least as large as in the
population as a whole.

Under OCt)

the coalition does not restrict membership

of any type that is made better off in the coalition.

Thus if it makes both

types strictly better off it has a membership type distribution the same as in
the population as a whole; if it makes only one type strictly better off it
does not restrict membership of that type. and therefore has at least the
population proportion of that type.

Under O(tt}

the coalition does restrict

membership of a type that it makes better off; hence it must not provide any
incentive for agents of that type to lie just to gain membership in the
coalition.

(Note that Cl only assures that u

condition in O(tt).}

ik

~ u

i

We will see. however. that 0

• not the stronger
will not matter under

risk-neutrality. and therefore will not be needed until Section 111.2
Another way of understanding 0

is as follows:

strictly better off and type k is indifferent.
population would want to join the coalition.

Suppose type i is made

Every type i agent in the
Since type k agents are

indifferent. they can be kept out so as to achieve anyai

> ai. The only way

to get ai < ai • however. is to actively keep out some agents that would like
to be in the coalition~

O(tt}

allows this. provtded type i agents do not

The aggregate payoff constraint F3 places no restrictions on the relation
between the realized output of an individual project and the payoffs to its
investors.

The social planner can simply add up aggregate output and then

distribute it without regard to individual investment portfolios.

The core

requirement is sufficiently strong, however, that nothing is gained (in terms
of welfare) by severing the tie between investment and payoffs on individual
projects.

It turns out that for any equilibrium allocation based on the

definition given above, there is another that gives the same expected
consumption to all agents that satisfies a stronger condition:

aiziTij + ~ ~~idij

~ Yj[aizi + ~ ~~i]

(i=r,s; j=h,m,l)

(no cross-subsidization)

In other words, the unique Pareto optimum that can be implemented under F3 can
also be implemented under F3'.

Condition F3' is like a project-by-project

constraint that says that total distributions to investors in a given project
cannot exceed the realized output of that project.

Why this more stringent

requirement does not affect welfare will be clearer below, but the basic idea
is that any non-trivial cross-subsidization

(i.e. one that would redistribute

eXPected consumption from one tyPe agent to another) is not in the core.
constraint F3' will be used rather than F3 in the following derivation.

The
The

weaker condition will be adopted in Section III when risk-aversion is allowed.

B. Equilibrium
A few characteristics of any equilibrium under F3' are immediately
apparent.

First, F3' implies that Tit = d

it

= 0 Vi.

Second, for each type

Given v

i1

Z

=

s

d

i1

=

0 Vi, the IR conditions can be expressed as follows:

-s
(p hV h + P v ) + }'; X k(o.. dkh + 0. dkm) ~ ey .
s s
sm sm
k s -Kn
6Km

Let ~i denote the proportion of type i's investment in type i projects that
goes into his own project (on average), i.e. ~i
suppose 0

<

x

sr

<

e and 0

<

x

rs

<

= zi/(e-xij)

for i~j.

e, so that each type invests positive

P rhdrh + p rmdrm = ~s (pshv sh + p smv sm ) + (1~ s )(pshd sh + p smd sm )

p shd sh + p smsm
d

= ~r (pr.r
hV h

+ P rmrm
v ) + (1-~r )(prhd rh + p rmrm
d )

o <

x sr

x

unchanged.

rs

<

>

d
s (pshlrsh + Psmlrsm ) + {l--r s ){psh sh +
'"
'"
Then form a coalition with a < a . x
> x sr • and with 'Ys • 'Yr • and
s
s
sr
e and p rhd rh + p rmdrm

'Y

This is feasible given the smaller proportion of type s agents

It Is then possible to reduce d h and d
so that type s
r
rm
'"
'"
'"
agents are indifferent to joining the coalition (i.e. x sr[prhd rh + p rmdrm ] =
[p d
+ p d ]) which in turn makes it possible to increase
rh rh
rm rm •
and thereby leaves tyPe r agents strictly better off.3

x

sr

It follows that x

rs

=

lr

h and
r

lr

0 and

Pshd sh + p smd sm < 'Yr (prhlrrh + Prmlrrm ) + {l-'Y r )(prhd rh + p rmdrm ).

rm

which means that type s agents receive no rents.
equilibrium rate of return is

Interpreting ~

~

s

s

ys

In other words. the

(the return on marginal investments). and

as the average share of a type s agent's

must lie in the interval [O.(e-a )/a ]. where the largest value corresponds
r

s

there exists 6
allocation.

>

0 such that a coalition with a" = a
r

r

+ 6 can block this

To see this. suppose that type s agents receive an average payoff

of eYS+ T. where T

"
[a

>

O.

Let ~

denote the expected payment to type r agents.

""

;r

~

+ [(l-a )e-a (l-e)]y

r r

r

~

r

""

- (l-e)y

- eT(l-a )/a
r

Consequently a coalition with a"

r

r

in the interval (a .e] can block an
r

coalition that maximizes per capita output are those in which all rents go to
type r agents. 4

ev j + (l-e)d j = y.
r
r
J

We can use equations (00., b) and (6a,b) to eliminate d h' d
r

andd

Sin

(i)

Further simplification of the

P v

sh rh

+ P v

<-s

_Sin rm - Y

Ie

rm

,d h'
s

constraints (6a,b) leaves us with

v
rhVrh + P rmrm

p

Phvh+P
s s

=

-r -s

[y -y

(l-e)]/e.

-s

V
smsm

=y

-r -s

P rhV sh + P rmsmv
< [y -y (l-zs )]/zs .

where z

s

<

e and is limited by the number of s projects undertaken.

Conditions (i) and (ii) determine the set of equilibrium values of v

(iii) and (iv) do the same for vs• (subject to (vi».

r·

The question of

existence hinges on whether there is always at least some solution to (i)-(iv)

inefficient investment to occur.

Second. the mechanism by which separation or

incentive-compatibility is enforced may itself affect welfare.
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For example.

Example 1: Suppose e

=

0.3. Y
h

=

-r

m

=

1. a

r

= 0.2. and the probabilities

1

h

Then we have Y

2. Y

0.6

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.8

0.1

-s
= 1.3. Y = 1.0.

Any equilibria in this economy are convex

h
11"

r·

(_1_ .957)
0.3 • 0.3
(_1_ 1.043)
0.7 • 0.7

S·

(1:~~

r·

d

11"

d

S·

• 0)

("963
2)
.875 •. 875

m

t

(0 •. ~)

(0.0)

(_1_ .745)
0.7 • 0.7

(0.0)

("027 .156)
.125 •. 125
(1. 973 .844)
.875 .. 975

(O.O)
(O.O)

in which the owner actually does better under Ym than under Yh'

The reason

this happens is because type s agents claim that Yh is relatively unlikely for
them. so payoffs that are concentrated in the more likely state mare

would have

T

h

s

=T

8m

= 0.139/0.125. d h = 1.861/0.875. d
= 0.861/0.875.
s
sm

It turns out that all of the equilibria with monotonic payoffs in this

equity V. if his net return eWij (j=h.m.t) has the form

= {

(1-9){1-e) }
1 - V[e+(1-9)(1-e)] emax [Yj - R9(1-e).0]

and the total payoff to outside investors dij(1-e) = Yj - ewij.

A contract

with a=1 has the owner borrow (1-e) with limited liability at a rate R.

A

With regard to the example. we are looking for values of (a.R.V) such
that the contingent payoffs given by (8) correspond to the equilibria in Table

R(I-e)

=

1 if the project payoff is Yh or Ym' zero otherwise; project owners

get the residual.

(2-9)Q + 9

=

1.043

(1-9)Q + 9 = 0.745.

the share of the project"s residual payoffs that goes to outside shareholders;

=
(1-9)(I-e)
it satisfies Q - V[e+(1-9)(I-e)]
9 is the payment to debtholders.

" where in this case e=O.3.

The second term

This means that the second endpoint corresponds to external financing that is
63.6 percent debt (with an interest rate of 1/0.7 - 1) and 36.4 percent equity
(sold at a price of 1.54 per share).

Any further lowering of the debt-equity

ratio is not an equilibrium because type s agents would have an incentive to
lie and claim they are of type r.
A similar exercise for the s projects shows that they can be financed
with as much as approximately 100 percent debt (at a rate of 1/.9 - 1) and as
little as 0 percent debt.
Figure 2.

These correspond respectively to points D and C in

The reason 100 percent debt finance is possible in this example is

only because type s agents have at most a 0.125 probability of investing in
their own projects.

This keeps type r agents (who have the most to gain from

investing in their own projects) from claiming type s in order to obtain lower
interest rates on their debt.
Thus in the example we have a situation in which equilibrium financial
structure corresponds to external financing that is mostly or entirely debt
for r projects. possibly all equity for s projects.
result is as follows:

The intuition for this

At a given interest rate. type r agents have more to

gain by issuing debt than type s agents because r projects are riskier.
Investors know this and demand a higher interest rate on the debt. which
further discourages type s agents from issuing debt.

In this case the debt is

also a signal of high return to shareholders as well. which leads to a price
of equity V that exceeds unity.
Iowa

If type r projects were financed with a too

proportion of debt (i.e. below 0.636). the penalty of the high interest

rate would not be big enough to offset the reward of the high price of equity;
type s agents would have incentive to lie. and the equilibrium would break
down.
equity.

This limits the extent to which type r projects can be financed with

For example. making a

~
ym. ~ {l-e)y /(p r h+Prm.)

r

smaller

{so that

more type s

allowed.

The simplest thing for the social planner to do is to treat type r

agents as before. while promising a certain

ys

to any agent claiming to be

We also have the feasibility constraints F1-F3'.

This gives us as before a

system of six equations and eight unknowns, along with a number of
inequalities that have to be satisfied.

The solution is depicted in Figure 2.

The important difference in this case is summarized in the following

Proposition 3:

If

yr = ys,

then it is posible to support the equilibrium with

a single contract that is equivalent to 100 percent equity finance.

The contract represented by point B in Figure 2 is easily seen to be
vij=dij=Yj for i=r.s, j=h,m,l.

There are of course other equilibria in which

each type of investor obtains financing with a different type of contract.
What this means is that if projects differ only in riskiness, the unique
single contract that supports the equilibrium is 100 percent equity.

Yet this

is exactly the setting in which many authors (e.g. Stiglitz and Weiss (1981),
Keeton (1978), Jaffee and Russell (1976»

have analyzed debt contracts.

This

result. together with the others in this paper. suggests that debt arises when
it is needed to support the equilibrium.

Further justification is required

for the assumption that credit contracts are exclusively debt when theory
suggests they should be exclusively equity.

-r

suppose that Prt = Pst and return to the assumption that y

>

-s

y .

that once again the equilibrium can be supported by a single

Let the.

denote the probability of repayment of the debt P-h + p-m.

A

debt contract satisfies the following:

with {~ ..} determined by (3a,b) and (5a,b).
IJ

This contract satisfies the

requirements of equilibrium as given in the proof of Proposition 1.

Here

type s agent to have more than a negligible stake in his own project. clearly
they should just receive eYS with probability one.

This amounts to a share in

investment in type r projects. each component of which has an expected rate of
return of

ys.

This could be accomplished by. for example. a financial

intermediary that pays a rate

ys

in return for agents' endowments and

(i.e. be the residual claimant). although the original project owners might
still be paid a competitive wage to implement the projects.

6

Type r agents will clearly have to bear risk. since any arrangement that
yields a certain payoff greater than

ys will

induce type s agents to lie.

It

agents invest zr in their own projects (with contingent payments of vrh and
v

rs

) and e-z

(10)

r

in a risk-free asset composed of a diversified portfolio of type

r

Eu

= Prhu[zrvrh+

(e-zr)~]

+ p rmu[z rrm
v + (e-zr )~] + P r tU[zrr
v t+ (e-zr )~]

Eu

s

-s
= u(ey ).

where. as before. ~

= prh rh + Prmrmv
V

+ P r tVr t·

The payoffs (vrh'v rm .Vr t)

-s

investors has an expected rate of return of y , that is,

evr = yr-YS(l-e)

(12)

Note that z

r

>

0 amounts to a mean-preserving spread in the distribution of a

type r agent's end-of-period wealth.

The more important factor in achieving

r agents getting more in the event their project yields Yh'

This contract is

unattractive to type s agents, for whom the Yh outcome is less likely.
It is somewhat easier to handle this problem if it is reformulated as
follows.

We can let a

i

denote z v .+ (e-z )YS (i=h,m) and solve for the set
r rl
r

of {ail that maximizes type r utility subject to feasibility and incentivecompatibility constraints.

It is clear intuitively that the incentive-

It will also turn out to simplify matters greatly to set p
so that there are only two outcomes.

"""'f"

In order to have y

replace assumption D1 by the assumption that Prh

>

Psh-

>

-s

y

rm

= p

SIll

= 0,

we must then

The fact that s

projects now have a greater probability of a bad outcome does not really

A

constraints corresponding to (13) and (14) faced by a coalition with a

Clearly the IC constraint is relaxed for T

>

r

type r

0, leaving room for increasing ~

andlor at relative to what would be obtainable with (13) and (14) by having
A

a

A

r

>

a.

r

Thus once again a coalition with a

r

in the interval (a ,e] can block
r

necessary conditions for the {ail to be equilibrium values.
It is not generally possible to obtain closed-form solutions for this

where

e

= (1 - A PsIPsh
--- )/(1 - A ---).
Pr1
Prh

have straight-forward interpretations.
r agents were alike (i.e. Prh
achieved.

= psh)'

Assuming that

e >

O. these expressions

If we had A = O. or if type s and type
then

e

=

1 and perfect insurance is

Thus it is clear that under the assumptions of this paper perfect

return is lost by pooling), and the equilibrium breaks down.

This is a well-

known problem with the Nash equilibrium concept in this sort of model (see,

A

applicable in this case: a coalition with a

s

small cannot necessarily block

with a pooled allocation, because type s agents would have to be discriminated

<

a

s

would always induce a type s agent to claim tyPe r in order to get into

the coalition), and C3{i) implies that as ~ as.

This means that it is

possible to rule out this particular blocking coalition if a

assumption that a

s

>

s

is sufficiently

I-e) for small or moderate degrees of risk-aversion.

kind of large coordinating institution such as a financial intermediary is
necessary.

7

The feature of equilibria in Section I that appears inconsistent

securities can be freely and anonymously bought and sold at market prices) is
not feasible at all.S

Some sort of quantity restriction, or at least the

1.

Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) and Leland and Pyle (1911), for example,

assume that contractual arrangements take particular forms.

On the other

hand, Gale and Hellwig (1985) and Diamond (1984) both derive debt as an
optimal contract, but only with ex post asymmetric information.
2.

C3 is weaker than the corresponding condi tion in Boyd and Prescott

(1986), which simply does not allow ai
3.
(2ab):

<

ai if ui

>

ui.

The requirement is actually slightly stronger than indicated in
The equations must hold for a given payoff structure {v,d} if it is

possible to find any interior {x,z} that lead to the same final allocation.
The conditions (2ab) represent complementary slackness conditions in the
corresponding social planner's problem of maximizing output subject to the
constraints given by F, IR, IC, and the core requirement.

Hence it is

necessary but not sufficient to have corner solutions for one of the equations
not to hold.
4.

Think of an allocation in which s agents receive rents via transfers.

The blocking coalition has relatively fewer s agents, so it can provide them
with the same level of utility while leaving more for the r agents.

Only if

each r agent captures his entire surplus does it not pay for a coali tion to
form that increases the relative numbers of type r agents.
5.

Standard signaling models are generally of this type, because for

signaling to be viable it is necessary that the signaling mechanism affect the
utility of the signaler.

In this paper the choice of contract does affect

utility, but the equilibrium choices are first-best.
6.

This kind of arrangement ignores any moral hazard problems that might

arise from agents haVing no stake in the outcome of their projects.

An

extension of the model to account for that sort of phenonemenon is beyond the
scope of this paper.
7.

The more interesting results pertaining to financial intermediation

would be those that did not depend on the presence of fixed costs.
8.

Such a completely decentralized competitive market is apparently what

Ross (1977) has in mind when he argues that financial structure must be
irrelevant from the point of view of informing the market.
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